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Abstract

This stud~ sought to determine if the personality

characteristics associated with salt-role self-concept and field

dependency might be related to the coping behavior used with

everyday hassles by university women. Forty female upper

division psychology students were given the Rod and Frame

test, a questionnaire which attempted to define their dominant

coping behavior, and the short form of gem's Se:: -Role Inventory.

The coping questionnaire used Hall's (1972) paradigm

with some modification suggested by Gray (1987). Type I consisted

of actions that are proactive such as constructive negotiation

where the person deals directly with the problem; type II involves

a redifinition of the situation such as developing a new attitude;

and tyre III which suggests an escapist or avoidance technique.

Standardized Rod and Frame scores recresent the decrees of

deviation from true vertical in verticality Jucoemehts when the

rod is seen in the czntext of a tilted frame. The two gem

scores, one for femininity and one for masculinity, were converted

into t scores; using a median split, se:: -role self-concept was

determined as masculine, feminine, androgynous, or undifferentiated.

It was hypothesized that androgynous and masculine field

dependent subjects would be type I; undifferentiated dependent

and independent subjects would be type III, and masculine and

feminine field independent women would show type II.
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;No sianificant relationships were found between coping

st.lee and Eess-roie self-concap=s or field demendsnc. Kowe'e,-,

c,Pmtrars7 -...c r-lo=nesi.T., ..'1-1e-e was r =1.-Inific.,.,nt re1,7tionsnip

bem,ecr, EE -mole self-concept i:.nd -ilEit dependerc,' if mEeculine

and aniroc,noL2s EUC1E=7.E were pomperso to feminine and

undifirantlEzed sublepts. Masculine and androdynoL's women

shooed mo-e field deo.=ndsnc,/ than did feminine or undifferanta7.sO

women.

This finding suggests that Lhe BSRI responses reaarding

sex -role self-concept may be more socially influenced than was

previously thought. Also, field independent women may use their

sense of autonomy to resist social pressure to conform to egpected

seg-role self-concepts. The field aependent women, in contrast,

may use their reliance on external cues in forming se;:-role

self-concepts considered at present to be more socially cesirao?e.
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S=lf-Concept ,=.-nd Field Dependency

in reition to Cooina isonnidues

E1:1=1= -Eisplas, par2=nal: 'alanis and

t:,E=17ME ad:acted oeeminants of :-.7=

TIL s-szs. Rapsnz research nas e;'ploret 77=-1

al:ors as densr and lozus of control kCaldwell, Pearson,

Chin, and =e:-rolt= and social support (Roos Conan, l="87):

numerous studies e;.ist on various aspects of social support and

stress adjustment.

Roos and Cohen (1987) concluded that whether or not a social

support exists is less important in stress reduction than if one

perceives himself able to utilise the s,tpport. They found that

a masculine se;t-role self-concept was especially helpful for this,

a personality trait referred to as instrumentality. However, in

situations which demonstrated intancible perpei'ved succort

(belongingness, acceptance, self-concept), instrumentality was

not a significant factor. So in a situation which requires

instrumentality to reduce the stress, masculine se;:-role orientation

would be beneficial. This quad experiment was interested in how

the perceptual stills of field dependency combined with se::-role

self-concept to affect the coping sills of forty (40 university

women in situations which could use instrumentality to reduce the

unpleasantness of the situation.
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Esm's paradiom classifies se::-roles into masculine,

-.DM1M1ME. androo.mcus and undifferentiated. Naec'_Iline se---ole

women r_Sr. to pSr:17-1,S 11h,E.".1.SIv'SS as h1741-1 in intepenosncs,

-ominins ES --a1S ':.T-1.7,SI,SE Es hion nur-:urEncE,,

!!"-,:j1-"E--S7=1E-_S: ES -_entihc =o -arc lower nurturance 7.nn ei-:ne

Endrocyno_.,s or feminine plus lower in the masculine inceoencence.

Field hs been found by Witiin (1,774) to oe a strong

influence on personality because it determines how the individual

perceives his environment. Field independence will be defined

here as a perceptual style which relie.; more on internal cues

while field dependence relies cn visual CLIES in the immediate

environment to establish perceptions. Eertini, Pizzamiglio,

and Wapner :1396) characterizes the field independent person as

more abst-act, autonomous, and perferrino to maintain an emotional

and phyeical distance to others.

typically displays reliance on e;:ternal cues to determine

perceptions, resulting in greater attentiveness to interpersonal

cues, a preference for being physically close to others, and a

greater emotional openness to communication and e ;pressiveness.

While field dependency is not a factor in verbal tasks, it

is a factor, according to Eertini et al. (1°96) in, any tae which

requires analyzing and regrouping the parts in a new configuration.

These perceptual characteristics then could combine with
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personality traits identified by s= tvpimo in a potsntiall

imter-estino mar.mel- to int]uenoe hc4 a pe-son reoanizes a

st.7..esst:.11 e-rnt o l_.1.sa st-os7.7-1 =E.

C-:717,7: F7-1E7 ,IE-E _ na 1 . _ eb ao==r-oin- t_ -t

Hal]. :L=E7.) ino;t7_,me-nzs wnion ma: =Etsolories:

T,T:e 1. oon=,1:timh, vT apticns tn,,t are b-osh.-_iye =U:7, as

wrier e the prson heals tireotly witn the

problem; Type II, reteinition of situation by establishing

priorities, eliminating tasJs or developing new attitudes; and

Type III, consisting of actions that suggest an escapist, axioidance

mode such as ignoring cr denying the conflict or switching between

tasIs.

Hypothesis One stated that androdynous subleots, redardless

of field dependency, and masd...tline field o=o=nd.=It sube=4-s would

show Type I coding style since to-h ----- im=trumehtali4- and

sensitivity to others.

Hypothesis Two stated that unuifferentiatec individuals,

regardless of field dependency, would show Type III coping style.

They have neither masculine instrumentality nor the feminine

e;:pressive or comm,tnicativ,? sE ills which could strengthen

the field dependency sIills possessed.

Hypothesis Three stated that field independent women,

with masculine or feminine se;:-roles, would show Type II

coping. Since field independency relif=s on internal cues, she might

7
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be primarily focused on controlling stress by menacing it with'n

herself rather than modifying the environment. These are shown in the

following figure.

Field
:ependence

Field
Independence

Masculine I II

Feminine II

Androgynous I I

Undifferentiated III III

Copina
Styles

Sex -role self-,-oncept and perceptual style were the independent

variables and tne style of coping was the cependent variable.

Each participant performed the Rcd and Frame to test for

field dependency; then a 20-item auestionnnaire was

administered to assess coping style. Lastly, participant_ cl=

a BEM Sex Role Inventory to determine the:r se:-role self-concept.

Method

Subierts

Forty female undergraduate psychology students from

CSULB served as voluntary participants. The subjects

were given extra credit in their psychology class for

participating.

3
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l'!atelas and rt=es

Ine material 171C1LICEC tilt_ BEM :7.,2; Robe inventory,

Short Form. cesidnec tpy Eem :1978), ,o meaeure

=;.1-L-concect. This consisted a list of thirty (7 ,

,:idject1 y,==-4. (10 items feminine. 10 masculine and 1) tiller

wnich the =_'D loco decided how aporocriateiy each it,nm descriCed

her LL a scale -tr.-cm 1 kne,er or almost ne,er true, to

7 (always to almoet always true). The BSRI woo used

because it seemed to be the best measure of serole aeli-concedts.

The hassles questionnaire -mood HE:1 E .7;'E,7,1,72M

t ccoinc st/le or statecies: Type i was negotiation o- control.

T',.pe II was personal redefinition of ,=,',ceot=tion=. arc

was reacti,re behavior or escape. This duestionnairs contained

2t) zc,mmcm. daily hassles -from

La7arus, Hassl.ss and Uplitts c;caies; nassle was

gi'yen thrpe selections which ropresented the three ...3±

coping.

The Pod and Frame abp,irJitus.(Wit4in et al.,194, 1?64),

m.,,:,aured field dependenc-, or independency'. It consists of a

bo,: and rod inside which are both capable of beinn rotated;

the sub iects attempt to determine if the rod is vertical

regardless of the position of the bc)::.

11-wr. was :( 4 tactnrial decion do-tined ID,' liold

a
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depencenc k-lao ; d inosperoanz, and so -rois

t pes Lanorocrynous ma;culine ; -FOM1M1r1E unditte-entlated;

as ouasi-independenz yariamies. The ceoanoenz srlsole was

the coino style.

Esor suplect was introduced to the researcner with tilt

comment, "fCLA will procaoly aniov this si-udv. NGSZ people seem

to." (4n introduction was read to eacn subject by the researcher

which e-plained the three tests which were to be administered

= =zuden faro how the r u w1- mesits c17! Oe ace a,allao.e tom_

,,see Hecendi,: t-=,) Tne tnree tasre 17; -7. =-=--11Pa

sequence: tarot the Fcd and F-ame was a=m1mi=z.--:,-ec ad:sr-lino

to standard procedure SO2l r.. zne re,.1sec

.Hassles Quest ionnaire was COME:i2: === and

third the Born Se':-Role Inventor, was cdmoLe-7..eo tsee Appendi;: D).

The sublocts were then thantcd for participating.^'

Results

The se':-role selt-concept and Rod and Frame resulto

r-es;.?.nted here are bdised on 7,,t subjects. The coping st'vle

analysis used 7:4 of the sublects.

r0 determine se::-role sel--concept, all subJects'

femininity and masculinity scores on the 'SRI were ranted and

each distribution wa,s divided by median split. Then the s.:ores

1J
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lu

we- cdn,er-leg td T-eccrse and cbmbared to &em s a'--r ss -cr

Shcrt Form. .a csr be seen. te Msculine cc- arJ ====r),,,

scores ar= nidn=r iri t"IG

Cc7Icariscm _ccres t7 E=m s i:tandarcizec cor.== L4D-1.7)7

Femininity M.s=c_tlinicy

Lcnd =_acs =amble

Median

a -- 4.7:

Bern T-score Z4 48

St,E.litCrd Uniyef-siti Normet-i-,=

Median 5.71D

Mean =

T-accre 50

Each sub2,-mrt wa= ch=-, nic masduli-e.

and high t=minine .:=d == -rdie:

high masculine and low -feminine was Masculine se':-role; low masculine

and high i-eminine wAs Femirine se':-role; and low masculins and low

feminine w,As Undifferentiated.

The Hod and Frame scores were ran[ed and divided by median

split (median = 17;; higher scores were field dependent and lower

scores were -field independent.

Copley t/pe was determined by the category selection

which received the largest number of points; if a sublect

seLectad twd an equal number at times, that subject was
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[-ssuits snc-el 1 ,DE- 1 wCt= tnG ceinis

pr-sterengs of sLziects. radagless of ==

L17; by -2% 1_i ali sug2ezos. Th.=re wer= no sidnilcant

reationsnigs involving omin mule= in chi-= uar= tests. Cooing

stvies and se':-roie =eil--anc=mt= vi=_:-=c 2 = N

coping °} i == and fiela geoGna=nzv y2=d=c k2. N

Th= Roa-and-Fram= scores wer:-7 grouped aczolrging tz

selt-concGpt.

= i ;

Table 2 _now= thE means and Gtandac-d deviazionG.

one -way NOV12i on the Rod-and-Frame scores for the four se':-role

cateaories yielded no significant effect, F p .05.

lhe for Maszu.ine ano f:ingroa.:nous sublects were than combined

and car,ED ;.-minlme and 12nclire-,t12

suplec!-=, on hna basis that ::it.*P.-Pd in t=1--7 hi:n cr

iow in Masoliniti.

in T-E.OLG 2.

T71=. MeE,DE Znu standar: l'a%1;7.:CM-1, za,-,-1 n7-72

t-a-t tne a-:

nous subjects were sizni-igant_, more ±1=1c dPpenOnt than tna

F:iaLnina and Undifferentiated subjects; F k1,:)=4.60, 2

Combari=noi MammDeviation oar Se.:-Rol? S=lfz-C.-,nr=ot

Group Mean

Masculine 2T.67

Feminine -0.70

(=fnarog'yn_Nts

Undif.ferentiated 10.71
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D,ad.,sslon

The rssults did not sudoort any cf the h.dathemes.

.z.11 three hypothesF,s used eitner field dependency or

se., -role self-cdnds=t as the independent variatle and the

t;iice of coping as the de;..endeht N.,ariable. The results from

the coping questionnaire showed a strong preferenze for

Type I behavior for all participants regardless of sex-role

self-concepts or field dependence or independence.

A preference this biased suggests two problems: that

the questionnaire used was not valid and perhaps also that

the construct of using Halls's coping paradigm with Kanner

et al.'s (1';31) hassles was not appropriately analyzed.

The cooing questionnaire was taken principally from Hall

(1972) with some clarification from Gray (19E7). Both had

used it to measure role conflicts among professional married

women. Hall and Gray analyzed these conflicts into

three types: Type I which required the woman to alter

role expectations of her by other people, Type II required

that the woman cnange her attitude or perceptions toward

her own role expectations (as noposed to changing others'

expectations), and Type III required that the woman try to

change her behavior to meet all existing expectations.

'3
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The types involve a role conflict in which a woman feels some

conflict of obligations drawing her it equally desirable

ways, and for which she must make a choice among the options.

The options Hall and Gray used were empirically factored.

Kanner's Hassle and Uplift Scale, however does not use

unavoidable role conflict; he uses daily irritants to

assess their influence on psychological symptoms and their

relationship to life events. The assumption was made that

daily irritants, i.e. hassles, also present conflicts which

necessitate choices. Actually, many of the irritants

used in our questi7nnaire gave options 'Mich, even on face

value, did not acpear attractive in a comparison.

The argument can be made that the manner is which cna

avoids the irritant is the sicnificant detail. To do so

requires that the options not be a matter of common sense

but a dilemma of equally attractive options which

personality factors could influence. By combining the two

many of the resulting questions seemed to confuse

avoidance of an unnecessary hassle with refusal to address

a conflict. So the attempt to assess how the instrumentality

of masculine sex-role self-concept correlated with coping

behavior was contaiminated by other variables.

Latack's (1936) parad,gm for coping with job stress

seems closer to our investication of hassles for Latac

14
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defined coping as an "effort to master conditions that tag

or exceed adaptive resources". . . a response to situations

characterized by uncertainty and important consequences."

While hassles involve relatively little uncertainty,

it does not negate the possibility that personality

resources could influence a choice if self-esteem were

involved. A next step might be to devise a testing

instrument which uses instrumentality (getting someone else

to contribute to solving the problem) and cognitive reappraisal

(solving the problem abstractly) as options for coping

with a third alternative such as Latack's option of symptom

management, i.e. a focus on controlling the psychophysiological

states resulting from the hassle. While self-esteem is often

associated with masculine sex-role self-concept, this micnt

be too narrow a conclusion, as is discussed later in this

section.

The most interesting result was the relationship

between field dependency and sex-role self-concept. It was

anticipated that more masculine and androgynous sex-role women

would be field independent and feminine and undifferentiated

sex-role women would be field dependent. This followed the

reasoning that high masculine scores would correlate with

low field dependency scares by virture of their higher
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independence and uss cf internal cues. That the masr_ulinsf

androgynous scores were significantly higher in field

dependency than the feminine-undifferentiated scores supports

Sertini's conclusion that field independence influences only how

the individual perceives tie environment but not how she decides

to respond to that environment, i.e. that field dependency is

more a variable in orienting than it is in attaining, or

selecting, a goal.

So masculine instrumentality is not a function of

field independence, but that does not answer the question

ss to why they were field dependent. Women high in

masculine scores are thus associated with greater attentiveness

to inter-parscnal cues, a p.'efer-ence for being physically close

to othe-s, and a cre_tte- emotional openness to cdmmunicstion

and e':pressivene=s. Ms -smmon link perhaps might b_-

self- esteem in social rll,_ionships. High self-esteem

has been linked with :,.....ulinity, but perhaps the term must

address the social context. Are these the confident individuals

who epect a positive response from others? Are these also

the individuals who have developed a socially desirable

sex-role, which could be a result of their social perceptiveness?

1f field dependent people tend to deal better with others and

rely on others to help them define ambiguous situations or

provide standards (Csrtini), this probably contrihutas to

13
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the masculine instrumentalit, conclusion by Roos, i.e. that

masculine se::-role self-concept individuals made better use of

support s.,'szems to provide tangible aid.

P.00s E.le= found thE.t the Et;-ase-hf-Te-Imo effe=-: of

inszr.umentallt as ii=_ present In low pesicholcc:77.11'' m.E.eculins

E,ADJE=ZE. Tmcct al so with our fincin=e of 1.7,A,

fiec dependence in undifferentiated or feminine sa;;-role

self-concept sualepts. Since low field dependency scores

associates them with interpersonal distance and low interest

others, it may be that their use of bolder social actions

or concern itre inhibited because they have not developed

the gregarious behavior others find attractive, especially in

tocay's culture. Without positive social feedback, there is

less chance that they would act decisively socially. Since

the _Sem test as;s the subject to compare herself with others

in an implied interpersonal behavior, i.e. how aaoreseive

or lovino, adv'ent'..trtescme, one is, an inhibited person is

at a disadvantage. The research which lints masculine/androgynous

sex-role self-concept with self-esteem may be biased toward

successful social interaction rather than feelings of autonomy,

competency and worth.

Roos also found that instrumentality had no effect in

situations which called fur intangible forms of perceived

17
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support such as self-concept and belonging. Feminine anc

undifferentiated individuals, field independent, may have

self- esteem but display it in more autonomous ways. If their

imoersonal, abstract orientation contributes to their

development of sex-role, it may influence their perception

rf self worth also, and not negatively.

Another interesting aspect comes from Bertini's findings

that field dependent individuals use repression and denial more

successfully than do field independent people, so they might

forget stressful material or certain aspects of it. Roos found

that high psychologically masculine individuals felt less

psychological distress from st ..ss than did psychologically

feminine individuals. Perhaps the stress buffering effect of

masculine sex-role self - concept comes as much from the

ps/chological defense s/stem as it does from instrumentality.

13
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Appendig A

After seating the participant, the following was read to

her "Hello, my name is I am conducting research

on women. You have been asked here today to be a participant in

this study to discover how different women judge and react to

their environment in various situations.

"I will be first asking you to look into a large bog and

tell me whether the line inside is straight up and down. Next

I will give you a list of personal statements that I would like

you to respond to as truthfully as possible. This is not a

test. There are no right or wrong answers. Your name and

identity will not be used.

"During the last week of classes the results of this

study will be available to you. A summary of the results

will be handed out in your class. (Pause) Do you have

any questions? (Pause). We will start with the line in the

box."
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Instructiols tnd procedure followed when administering the

Rod and Frame.

"In this part of the study we want to find out how well

you can determine the upright or vertical position of the line

in various conditions. In this bog you will see a square

frame and within this frame you will see a line. It is

possible for me to tilt the bog or the line to the left

or the right. I can tilt the bog alone or the line alone.

"Please turn your chair and place your chin on this rest.

"When I open the curtain at the beginning of each trial,

1 want you to tell me whether the line i-; straight up and down

or whether it is tilted, and if so,'in which direction it is

tilted. In other words, tell me whether the line is straight

with the walls of this room or whether it is tilted. Are

there any questions?"

Adjust the head rest. The participant's hands must be on

her lap, not touching the table. Tell the participant to

keep her head on the rest at all times. Adjust the frame

to 28L and the rod to 28L.

"I'm going to lower the curtain now. Please tell me the

position of the line." If she responds tilted, say: "I will

turn the line slowly until you think it is straight with the

walls of this room. As I said, I will turn it slowly, and after
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each turn, tell me whether it has been turned enough or whether

you want it turned some more. Just say 'moue' or 'enough' after

each turn. Please made your decisions quickly and don't be

too finicky. Which way shall I move the line to ma[e it

vertical - clockwise or counter-clockwise?" Now move the rod

: degrees at a time to the opposite direction in which the

participant says it is tilted, until she reports "enough". Ask

the participant after she reports the line vertical: "Is the

line now vertical that is, is it straight with the walls of

this room?"

If she says the line is vertical at the outset of the first

trial, ask her this question: "In other words, is the line

straight with the walls of the room we are in?" If she now

says the line is tilted, give the instructions above. If she

repeats that the line is vertical, close the curtain and proceed

to Trial 2.

"I'm going to raise the curtain now."

Read before Trial 2: "If you thin[ the line is tilted,

I will turn the line slowly until you think it is straight with

the walls of this room. As I said, I will turn it slowly, and

after each turn, tell me wither it has been turned enough

or whether you want it turned some more. Just say 'more' and

'enough' after each turn. Please make your decision quidly

and don't be too finicky. When you tell me it is tilted tell
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me which way to move it, cloc[wise or counter-cloc[wise."

Adiust the frame to ESL and the roc' to 28R and sa "I'm

going to lower the curtain now

"Would you tell me now and at the beginnin; of .subsequent

trials whether the line is straight with the Walls of this room,

or tilted; and if the line is tilted, whether the line should be

moved clockwise or counter-clockwise to be made straight."

If the participant asks you to turn the line, do so until

she says "enough". Ask her again, "Is the line now vertical

that is, is it straight with the waills of this room""

Do not ask this question on subsequent trials. Close

curtain. Record adjustment. Proceed to next trial.

Trial : Frame 28R Rod 28R

Trial 4 Frame 28R Rod 2SL

Trial 5 Frame 28L Rod 28L

Trial 6 Frame 28L Rod :SR

Trial 7 Frame :SR Rod 28R

Trial 8 Frame 28R Rod 2SL

"This part of the study is over row. Would you please come

with me."

TaFe her into next room and hand her the coping style -Ind Bern

questionnaires. "Please fill these papers out. Please start

on page one and complete each item until ths.: last page. when

wou are finished, pluse fold it in hal; and place it in this
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cardboard bo::. You are free to go when you are finished. If

you have any questions I will be in the hall. Than you for

participating."

Leave the room and sit at a desk in the hall reading a book.

Smile and say thank you to each person as she leaves.
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Directions : Hassles are irritants that can range from
minor annoyances to fairly major pressures, problems, or difficulties.
They can occur few or many times. Listed below are a number of
ways in which a person can feel hassled. Please circle the letter
of the statement that best describes how you would deal with the
hassles. Please answer each one.

1. If my next door neighbors are noisy,

a. I would talk the situation
b. I would remind myself that
c. I would leave my house when

2. My electric bill is very high:

over with my neighbor.
the noise stops after awhile.
my neighbor is noisy.

a. I would justify why my usage is high.
b. I am not usually concerned about this.
c. I would veryify the charges with the Electric Company.

If I didn't like my current work duties,

a. I would accept this situation because there is nothing I
can do about it.

b. I would get together with my boss to talk it over.
c. I would try to change my attitude.

4. When I encounter inconsiderate smokers,

a. I would not let it bother me.
b. I would as the smoker to stop.
c. I woAld keep away from this situation.

5. Sometimes when I have troubling thoughts about my future,

a. I seer advice from someone ho can help me.
b. I put the issue out of my mind.
c. [ seek the company of my friends.

6. If I hear gossip,

a. I would separate myself as much as possible from the
people who created this situation.

b. I would tell myself I have no time for gossip.
c. I would asE the people not to gossip.
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7. When the weather has been really hard to predict,

a. I watch for the weather o, TV.
b. I expect the worst, so I can be prepared.
c. I don't think about the weather.

8. The traffic has been really heavy:

a. I would use some way to relax in the car.
b. I wouldn't drive during rush hour.
c. I would go another way with less traffic.

9. When I think about pollution,

a. I feel that this is best left to experts.
b. I try to find out more about the problem.
c. I tell myself that the pollution problem probably isn't

as bad as the papers say.

10. When I feel I don't have enough time for recreation,

a. I would tell myself that what I am doing is more
important.

b. I would make more time for recreation.
c. I would accept the situation because there is nothing

I can do to change it.

11. When I find myself having to prepare meals,

a. I plan meals that fit my schedule.
b. I steer clear of preparing meals.
c. I try to see this as a chance to develop new cooking

skills.

12. If I find muself being taken advantage of,

a. I accept the situation because there is nothing I can
do to change it.

b. I tell myself that the situation isn't that bad.
c. I talk it over with the people who are responsible.

13. If I had concerns about meeting high standards at school,

a. I would get rid of some other activity to mal.e more time
for school work.

b. I would not worry about hioh standards.
c. I would hire a tutor so that I could be sure that I would

get good grades.
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14. When I have to fill out forms,

a. I give it my best effort to be complete.
b. I try to look at this as something I don't mind.
c. I put it off until they're not needed anymore.

15. If I find it difficult to e;:press myself,

a. I keep away from this kind of situation.
b. I deal with the difficulty when it comes up.
c. I act as though I feel very confident.

16. When I have problems with my lover,

a. I change the way in which I act with my lover.
b. I talk it over with my lover.
c. I tell myself that things will won.: out with time.

17. If I have too much to do,

a. I do things in order starting with the most important.
b. I hope that things will get better with time.
c. I don't allow myself to be bothered by the pressure.

18. When thinking about crime,

a. I try to avoid dangerous situations.
b. I remind myself that crime isn't that bad in my

neighborhood.
c. I consider joining a "neighborhood watch" program.
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Given below are words that describe people. We would like you to .use those characteristics
to describe yourself. That is, we would like you to indicate, on a scale from 1 to', 7 ,

how true of ru each of these characteristics is.
.ample:. sly

Write a 1 = if it is never or almost never true that you are sly.
Write a 2 if it is usually not true that you are sly.
Write a 3 if it is sometimes but infrequently true that you are sly.
Write a 4 if it is occasionally true that you are sly.
Write a 5 if it is often true that you are sly.
Write a 6 if it is usually truf. that you are sly.
Write a 7 if it is always or almost always true that you are sly.

Thus, if you feel it is sometimes but infrequently true that you are "sly," never or almost never true that you are
"malicious," always or almost always true that you are "irresponsible," and often true that you are "carefree,"
then you would rate these characteristics as follows:

Sly

Malicious

Irresponsible

Carefree

7

... .

Never or
almost

never true

2

H
Usually

not
true

Please answer every one.

3 4 S 6

I 1 1 I ;
Sometimes but Occasionally Often Usually Always or
infrequently true true true almost

true always true

-
.

Deremd my own beliefs

ACfeCtiOnate

Conscientious

Independent

Sympathetic

Moody

Assertive

Sensitive to needs of others

Reliable

Strong personality

Understanding

Jealous

urceful

Compassionate

Truthful

Have leadership abilities

Eager to soothe hurt feelings

Secretive

Willing to take risks

Warm

..,,,..11

1
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Adaptable

Dominant

Tender

Conceited

Willing to take a stand

Love children

Tactful

Aggressive

Gentle

Conventional


